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“The mission of the U.S. Forest Service is to sustain
the health, diversity and productivity of the nation’s
forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present
and future generations. The agency manages 193
million acres of public land, provides assistance to
state and private landowners, and maintains the
largest forestry research organization in the world.
Public lands the Forest Service manages contribute
more than $213 billion to the economy each year
through visitor spending alone. Those same lands
provide 20 percent of the nation’s clean water
supply, a value estimated at $7.2 billion per year.
The agency has either a director or indirect role in
stewardship of about 80 percent of the 850 million
forested acres within the U.S., of which 100 million
acres are urban forests where most American’s live.”
The italicized message above appears at the bottom of
every press release disseminated by the United States
Forest Service. It is the venerable agency’s official
explanation for its existence, yet it bears only a fleeting
resemblance to the truth. This isn’t to say that I believe
whoever wrote this statement is a liar. It is to say that
the modern-day Forest Service is whistling past its own
grave in hopes that no one will give it a final shove into
the abyss.
It is true that Congress created the Forest Service in
1905 and gave it responsibility for caring for a
timberland base that today totals 193 million acres. But
I have serious doubts about the rest of the claims the
Forest Service makes in its mission statement. Even the
agency’s leadership admits that about 80 million of the
193 million acres in its care are in such dreadful
ecological condition that it will most likely burn to the
ground before Congress musters the political courage to
shut down the litigation machine that is destroying the
nation’s federal forest heritage.
If the Forest Service was actually working “to sustain
the health, diversity and productivity of the nation’s
forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and
future generations” we would still have an active timber
sale program – one that at least removed diseased, dying
and dead trees from forests that have been overrun by

insects and parasites, fueling wildfires that now cost
U.S. taxpayers more than $1 billion annually.
Eleven years ago, I asked a researcher working in the
Forest Service’s regional office in Albuquerque, New
Mexico if he could calculate for me the amount of new
growth that was clogging the Southwest’s already overstocked forests – meaning forests in which so many
trees are present that they are killing each other. His
answer stunned me. Picture a solid block of wood the
dimensions of a football field stretching one mile into
the sky. This is how much new wood fiber nature is
adding to forests in Arizona and New Mexico every
year. One mile in 2002 – the year the calculation was
done, one more mile in 2003, another mile in 2004 and
9 more miles since. Thus, our one mile high pile of
firewood gathered in 2002 now stretches 12 miles into
the sky – at the outer edge of gravity’s earthward pull.
At this altitude, the curvature of the earth is plainly
visible and you can see where night meets day. If you
need help with this visual, there are NASA websites that
broadcast satellite images from space 24/7.
I regret to say I did not ask the researcher to attempt the
same calculation for all federal forest lands in the 11
western states, but I can tell you that national forests in
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,
California and Alaska dwarf forests in the Southwest in
both size and the number of trees present. So you tell
me how far into the heavens our firewood pile has
pushed since 2002. Fifty miles, sixty miles? More?
Less? I doubt anyone knows for sure, but I can tell you
with certainty that it is this enormous woodpile –
decrepit, dying or already dead - that is fueling the
deadly wildfires you are reading about this summer.
They are killing everything in sight.
For unfathomable reasons, many environmental groups
continue to pander to the idea that harvesting trees from
federal forests does more harm than good. Yet I do not
know of a single scientific study that endorses the idea
that stand-replacing wildfires do less environmental
damage than a well-regulated timber management plan.
Quite the opposite, I can cite several studies that
demonstrate that over time, harvesting can be used to
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increase growth in older forests the public admires
most.

that bears no resemblance to the welcoming brochures
state tourism offices hand out.

In its mission statement, the Forest Service claims that
20 percent of the nation’s clean water – that would be
the water we drink - comes from forests in its care. I
don’t doubt that this is true. In fact, I’m not surprised it
isn’t more. I’ll hazard a guess that well over half the
municipal drinking water consumed in the 11 western
states comes from someone’s forest. I am left to wonder
why Congress has not given the Forest Service the
legally sufficient authority to do the active thinning and
stand tending work necessary to reduce the risk of
catastrophic fire in watersheds that are vital to the 60.3
million American’s reportedly living in the 11 western
states in 2000.

In some forests, tree stands have grown so dense that it
is not possible for big game animals to pass through. I
have personally tried to wedge my 185-pound frame
between trees in forests in Wyoming, Montana, Arizona
and New Mexico that were so densely packed together
that I gave up and walked back to my car. These are the
outer edges of dead and dying stands that are infecting
adjacent forests that could still be saved if Congress
took its landlord responsibilities seriously. These are
also the graves the Forest Service blithely whistles past
every day on its way to its own burial.

The Forest Service values its water supply at $7.2
billion a year. Frankly, I think their figure is far too low.
Life is not possible without water, so I don’t think it is
stretch to say that virtually all economic activity in the
11 western states would cease were there no forested
watersheds in which rainfall and snowmelt are
collected. Again, why isn’t the Forest Service actively
engaged in protecting these watersheds?
The Mt. Hood National Forest’s Bull Run Watershed
supplies virtually all of the water consumed in the
greater Portland, Oregon metro area. It has been a
firetrap for years, yet the Forest Service refuses to
engage municipal leaders in an honest conversation
about the social calamity that would erupt if the
watershed burned. I’m sure Portland’s liberal political
classes won’t want even dead and dying timber removed
from “their” watershed, but the discussion still needs to
occur so that everyone understands the costs associated
with losing the irreplaceable water source that serves
Oregon’s most populous communities.
The same wildfire crisis that threatens the West’s
municipal water supplies also threatens its tourist trade.
The Forest Service estimates that its national forests
annually contribute $213 billion in visitor spending to
the West’s economy. I don’t know if this is true, but I’d
like to have a look at the agency’s data. My guess is that
anyone who plays 18 holes of golf at a course within
driving distance of a national forest is counted as a
visitor. By extension, anyone who recreates anywhere in
the West could be added to the visitor count. Fair
enough. But if these tourists are do bloody important to
the West’s economy why is the Forest Service busy
closing access roads and campgrounds that are
especially popular with older Americans and families
with children, and why – again – is the agency doing
next to nothing about insects and diseases that are
devouring the view? In some parts of the rural West,
there are now more dead trees than live ones. Take the
time to get off the interstate highways and you will find
yourself immersed in a sobering learning experience

For myriad reasons, I find this drama increasingly
difficult to watch. When I was a boy growing up in
northern Idaho, nearly every kid I knew wanted to wear
a Forest Service uniform when he grew up. The
uniform, which borrowed much from the green Marine
service uniform, spoke of an espirit de corps that
disappeared from the agency 20-some years ago. Today,
most who work for what Forest Service retirees still call
“the outfit” are clock punchers and “ologists” who have
little or no connection to the land and know nothing
about the agency’s enormous contribution to the
nation’s economic development. They are living in a
dream world in which the people whose livelihoods they
hold in their hands are simply pawns in what has
become one of the most deceitful political charades in
our nation’s history.
Frankly, I don’t know what it will take to redirect the
Forest Service, or if it is even possible. But I can tell
you that the agency is not doing anything to sustain the
health, diversity and productivity of forestlands in its
care. The well documented tree growth that is occurring
is itself unsustainable, which is the reason why millions
of acres are falling apart, fueling deadly wildfires. Yes,
the Forest Service has initiated a few thinning projects
aimed at reducing the risk of catastrophic wildfire,
especially around communities, but the scale of these
efforts pales when compared to the size of the so-called
“forest health” crisis we westerners see in every
direction.
I have no doubt that most in leadership positions in the
Forest Service sincerely believe they are doing the right
thing. But I know many who work at the local level who
can’t wait to retire. From their front line observation
posts our national forests look very different than they
do from 1400 Independence Avenue in Washington,
D.C. I am at a loss to think of anything that the Forest
Service is doing that is sustainable; nor is there much
about today’s Forest Service that suggests its own
sustainability.
No one knows this better than four of the last five Forest
Service chiefs: Jack Ward Thomas, Dale Bosworth, Gail
Kimbell and current chief, Tom Tidwell. All four
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brought extensive regional and district level experience
to the chief’s office – and all four soon learned that the
nightmarish regulatory mess Congress has created
makes it impossible to sustain much of anything except
the litigation machine that takes its cues from federal
judges whose dubious rulings continue to underscore
the fact that they don’t know anything about forests or
forestry. Minus such fundamental understanding, they
continue to base their rulings on their own political
biases.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the U.S. Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals, which continues its decadeslong assault on public lands forestry. This court has
blood on its hands, literally and figuratively. Its’ loopy
and legally ill-conceived rulings are the reason why the
Forest Service’s mission statement is pure fantasy, and
will remain so until Congress steps in with a set of
legally sufficient regulations that give the agency the
ironclad and unmistakable authority it needs to clean up
the mess.
This won’t be easy because politically powerful
environmentalists remain deeply committed to the idea
that there should be no commercial timber activity in
our national forests. A few of them have had the courage
to say this publicly but most simply wrap themselves in
shrouds of naturalness and declare that
“nature knows best.” If this were true, the West would
not be burning to the ground, our watersheds would not
be endangered, tourism would be a growth industry and
the Forest Service’s mission statement would not be the
pure fantasy it has become.

Pinchot’s home in Washington, D.C.] could not have
been clearer:
“And now, first and foremost, you can never forget
for a moment what is the object of our forest policy,
for that object is not to preserve the forests because
they are beautiful, though that is good in itself; nor
is it because they are refuges for the wild creatures
of the wilderness, though that, too, is good in itself;
but the primary object of our forest policy, as of the
land policy of the United States, is the making of
prosperous homes. It is part of the traditional policy
of home making in our country. Every other
consideration comes as secondary.
You yourselves have got to keep this practical object
before your minds; to remember that a forest that
contributes nothing to the wealth, progress or safety
of the country is of no interest to the Government,
and should be of little interest to the forester. Your
attention must be directed to the preservation of
forests, not as an end in itself, but as a means of
preserving and increasing the prosperity of the
nation.”
If the fiery Roosevelt could see what is happening – and
not happening - in our national forests today, he would
be mad as hell. I know less about the personalities of
SAF’s founding members, all of them early leaders in
the Forest Service and the nation’s conservation
movement, but I suspect they would be astonished and
saddened. So am I.

I’ve said this before but I need to say it again: there are
no silver bullets in this final fight for the future of the
assets held inside the West’s national forests. Minus new
political, legal and scientific strategies, crafted by
conservationists and community leaders who share land
ethics, vital forest restoration will remain a distant
dream and the Forest Service’s mission statement will
remain a fantasy.
Meantime, the “young innocents,” a term coined by a
Forest Service retiree I admire, remain oblivious to the
fact that the national forests were established in part to
promote economic expansion in the rural West. Their
economic importance was blessed by Teddy Roosevelt,
who as “the conservation President” saw to it that the
newly minted Forest Service was placed in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and not the scandal-ridden
Department of the Interior.
On the eve of the Forest Service’s 1905 founding, there
were dire predictions that the nation might actually run
out of harvestable timber if the federal government did
not create timber reserves that could serve the nation’s
future needs. On this subject, Roosevelt’s instruction at
a 1903 meeting of the Society of American Foresters [at
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